A VIA bus typically carries 35-40 seated passengers. The 16-person limit would represent less than half of the seating capacity. Passengers will not be allowed to stand. Riders using walkers or wheelchairs can continue to ask for assistance when boarding. April 7, 2020
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VIA Sets 'Safe Capacity' Limits on Buses Starting Wednesday...
VIA’s Commitment to Sustainability

- New Renewable Natural Gas Partnership
- Compressed Natural Gas
- Solar Powered Shelter Lighting
- Electric Buses
- Permanent Pollution Prevention Plan
- Water
- Waste
- Recycling
Compressed Natural Gas
“This is a natural next step in our continued partnership with CPS Energy to provide a cleaner, ‘greener’ future through the use of renewable energy,” VIA President/CEO Jeffrey C. Arndt said. “Incorporating RNG fuel technology is part of VIA’s ongoing commitment to offer sustainable transit options that keep San Antonio moving.”
Solar and Electric
EPA Green Power Partnership
And More…

Permanent Pollution Prevention Plan

Water

Waste

Recycling
Questions?